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Fund Finance Originations Up 17% in First Half
July 29, 2022 | Issue No. 186

By Wesley Misson
Partner | Fund Finance

Cadwalader representations on new fund finance facilities in the U.S. rose 17% in the first half
to total more than $27.0 billion. (The final tally may rise as we complete our dataset for June
closings.) Growth in fund finance origination comes as overall credit markets have decelerated
meaningfully. Corporate bond issuance declined by 26% in the first half and non-mortgage
structured products issuance came in 70% below 1H 2021.

Exhibit 1: Fund Finance First Half Origination Volume (New Deals, U.S.)

We attribute the continued growth in fund finance to three factors. First, credit fundamentals in
our market are less directly linked to the economy than in most other credit products, and,
therefore, the outlook for loan performance was unchanged despite the downward revisions to
the economic outlook. Second, fund finance doesn’t have a direct link to capital markets
pricing. While this is a constraint to the sources of available capital, it insulates the product from
market volatility that has challenged other credit products. Third, asset demand at banks
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remains strong while the menu of loan and security products that are attractive to add to the
balance sheet in the current environment has become smaller.

Second quarter bank earnings were a mixed bag, but a couple of things worked consistently
across most institutions. Loan growth continued at a solid pace, and higher rates translated into
net interest income, exceeding expectations. C&I lending led the charge, with growth coming
from both higher utilization and new origination. We think lenders are likely to continue to do
what works in the second half: to continue to make balance sheet available to fund finance,
which should support the continued momentum in origination. This would be consistent with our
internal data: Our new matter openings and prospective deals in the pipeline ticked up
meaningfully in both the U.S. and UK in June.

Exhibit 2: Fund Finance New Matters Accelerated in June (U.S.)

While origination volume has been robust, new subscription facility pricing widened by about 6
bps in the first half from the 2021 average. The pricing range also tightened, with the minimum
margin on deals moving meaningfully higher. The market has been split on the approach to
spread adjustment, with about a third of deals using the ISDA standard. While the credit spread
adjustment approach may not reach a consensus soon, all-in pricing could move wider in the
second half, consistent with the trends in the loan and structured products markets.

Conclusion



The main drivers behind the growth in fund finance origination remain in place and point to a
strong second half. For the outlook beyond 2022, we’re watching private market internals.
Buyout deal and exit values are materially lower year-to-date, which suggests the return of
capital to LPs is decelerating and the time it takes to reach the LPA deployment hurdles that
are prerequisite to raising the next sequential fund is stretching longer. Slowing capital velocity
in private markets could weigh on fundraising in 2023 and fund finance origination with that.
That said, fund finance will operate with a significant lag and, in the meantime, it’s also possible
that either capital deployment or capital returns to LPs may break out of the first-half lows.
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You’re invited to Crypto Series Part 2, where WFF will host Michele Cito, Bob Diamond and
Cristina Dolan to discuss the impacts of cryptocurrencies and blockchain on the economy and
financial markets. Join virtually at 12:00 p.m. Eastern/5:00 p.m. BST/12:00 a.m. HKT on
Wednesday, August 10. For more information and to register, click here.

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SQB-Wgt1VImngGzKSO3CoEZKN4L8j6G3rwMwv9v4WOYD9i2MitYemiCTFON9IxsaAhyovvotdWAvGM4n4Vrn1d6gJfFo3LlC33ExhJCqyRE4DssZJt7uZxI1Re-Q-Jrg7l2Kpx9RErTDLY9CNNRt1i7XmQ6nYCuIuuGzSPPnRjCAJaHgHJx_0QYZWWgKKfP4X3JmzjCDAM4BP8qvSehKJQ==&c=NB4tYGy_UjPSauYQm1ZQVDVENO4T4ueMJcrtrQ4AKrHyJHo744D5Bw==&ch=K0aIwuSHdFcGvjhFdyCc17oGD5llNsSn84HK7SZ2zwJROc3s0tpnaw==
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It’s time to secure your spot for the 4th Annual Asia Pacific Fund Finance Symposium at the
Shangri-La Singapore. To register for the November 3 event, click here.

https://na.eventscloud.com/ereg/index.php?eventid=702208&


Fund Fanatics Episode with The Artemis Fund’s Stephanie Campbell
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Fund Fanatics hosts Jeff Maier and Scott Aleali discuss how the current tech downturn is
impacting the early-stage venture capital market with Stephanie Campbell, General Partner of
The Artemis Fund. Stephanie discusses bright spots and opportunities in the market and how
women-founded and women-led companies are outperforming their peers. To learn more about
Stephanie, The Artemis Fund, and fund-raising in the current economic environment, tune into
the latest episode.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/women-in-fund-finance_fund-fanatics-interview-with-stephanie-campbell-ugcPost-6957736617956515840-QI_C
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On the Move

Kristin Castellanos has recently joined TriState Capital Bank in New York as the Head of Fund
Finance, where she will continue to provide capital call financing and NAV-based lending to
U.S. domiciled alternative investment funds. Kristin was previously at MUFG.



Cadwalader Welcomes Linda Filardi
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We are very pleased to welcome Linda Filardi as a counsel to Cadwalader’s Fund Finance
Group in New York. Linda's practice focuses on leveraged finance, with an emphasis on
sponsor acquisition finance and fund finance, including NAV facilities. Linda has spent a
considerable portion of her career in senior in-house legal positions for major financial
institutions, including, most recently, as Senior Director and Associate General Counsel at
Capital One Bank, where she was responsible for legal management of the Financial
Institutions Group, Diversified Industries, Regional Banking and Municipal Finance. You can
read more about Linda's experience and background here. 
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